Brain and Nervous System Masterclass Affiliate Email Swipe
Pre-launch swipe (send between Feb. 22 and March 12th)
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Click Link above or scroll to the 2nd Page for content

Instructions & Reminders:
Pro tips: We do our best to provide high-quality, high-converting swipe, but no one knows your
audience better than you. For BEST results, be sure to customize this copy to fit your “voice.”

Increase clicks and commissions by up to 50%: If you can, plan to send emails to “unopens”
within 24 to 48 hours after your initial send. In other words, if you mail on a Monday and your
open rate is 16%, send another email on Wednesday to people on your list who did not open
the Monday email. You can expect an open rate for the resend of between 6 - 8%.

Other notes: Be sure to pay attention to highlighted areas. This indicates where you need to
place your affiliate links. A
 nd remember to delete anything that’s highlighted in yellow.
Sections that are highlighted in PINK are meant for PRESENTERS only. If you’re an affiliate
that did NOT have a presentation in the Masterclass, simply delete these sections in your copy.
Blue highlights need customization. Be sure to add your own name, sigh off and appropriate
code for your greeting or <First.Name>.
Red underlined text is where to place your affiliate link. <=

Need Help?

If you have any questions, please reach out to Whitney at
whitney@rebelhealthtribe.com. She’d be more than happy to help!

Affiliate Email 3: General Email
Subject Options
●
●
●
●
●

Millions of lives and billions of dollars… what can be done?
Join me this weekend, find your missing link.
Attend this professional conference… from your couch!
Depressed, exhausted, anxious? Solutions here.
Neurological disease skyrocketing… here’s hope.

Email Content
On the run? If you or a family member are concerned about brain health, neurodegenerative
diseases, or even things like even depression, anxiety and brain fog, tune into the Brain and
Nervous System Masterclass Here. <= [Affiliate Link]
<First.Name>,
There’s an event coming up this weekend that I must share with you.
My friends at Rebel Health Tribe produce these, high-level, professional masterclasses only a
couple of times per year.
This year, the focus is on the brain and nervous system - an area often overlooked when
approaching chronic disease and health optimization.
Save Your Spot Here! <= [Affiliate Link]
Why is this topic so important?
Well, you can start with the rapidly accelerating epidemics we’re seeing in this country of
neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s, dementia, and Parkinson’s - which impact millions
of people (and their families) annually.
Or we can talk about the fact that more than 1 in 3 adults in the US are currently suffering from
anxiety or depression… with both growing rapidly among young people as well.
Then there are the rapidly accelerating rates of Autism and other childhood neurological
conditions, such as PANS/PANDAS.

How about the cost? Over $800 billion annually spent on neurological disease treatment and
management annually in the US alone. (Source: American Neurological Association)
While all these conditions are terrible, it’s just the tip of the iceberg.
What we often don’t realize is that the health of the brain and nervous system plays a vital role
in the development of (and healing of) gut & digestive issues, hormone imbalances,
autoimmunity, and just about every other form of chronic disease.
The brain and nervous system are often the last place we look.
And if they do start to address brain issues, it’s only after they’ve begun to experience
neurodegenerative issues.
It’s time we bring brain and nervous system health to the forefront.
[For Presenters Only] That’s why I accepted the invitation to be a guest presenter for this
event. I know RHT only produces the highest quality events and it’s an honor to be on stage
with the other amazing experts.
My friend Michael over at RHT has gathered 19 leaders in the fields of neurology, neuroscience,
biofield sciences, and psychoneuroimmunology to share professional presentations with you
starting March 13th.
Grab Your Spot <= [Affiliate Link] at the Rebel Health Tribe Brain & Nervous System
Masterclass today!
These are not typical interviews, but full-length professional presentations.
[For Presenters Only] My presentation is titled (FILL IN PRESENTATION TITLE) and I’ll be
sharing (INSERT A FEW DETAILS OF PRESENTATION).
Here’s a little taste of who I’ll be joined by, and what they’ll be sharing: (Presenters: IF YOU
ARE LISTED, REMOVE YOUR BULLET POINT)
●
●
●

●

Dr. Datis Kharrazian is covering the role of brain inflammation in chronic fatigue,
depression, and other conditions - and what can be done about it!
Dr. Maya Shetreat will share the neuroscience of psychedelics, one of the hottest topics
in mental health today.
Dr. Christine Schaffner will give a presentation on the terrain of the brain and the
importance of healthy glymphatic (did you know the brain has a lymphatic system?)
function.
Dr. Titus Chiu will be explaining how the “brainstem always wins” and teaching the
neuroscience of the fight & flight response.

●

Shamini Jain, PhD will present mind-blowing research around placebo, human biofields,
and psychoneuroimmunology. (Don’t know that that is? Watch this one…)

Attendees will learn how light, sound, frequency, breathing, meditation, and even lasers can
impact brain waves, neurotransmitters, and hormones. (Yes, lasers!)
Rollin McCraty, Phd - lead researcher at the Heartmath Institute will share paradigm-shifting
research showing that the heart actually has its own nervous system, how that influences the
brain and our overall health, and ways we can improve heart-mind coherence.
Like I mentioned above, these are not your typical interviews - but high-level professional
presentations on topics you’re unlikely to learn about at this depth anywhere else.
It’s a deep dive into chronic stress activation, how many of us get “stuck” in that state, what this
causes within the body, and how to pull ourselves back out of an activated state.
If you, or anyone in your life, suffers from a neurodegenerative disease, struggles with mental
health challenges, or simply wants to optimize the function of their brain and nervous system…
… or if you’re concerned about someone in your family suffering from any neurodegenerative
disease...
Be SURE to sign up for this event now. <= [Affiliate Link]
There is nothing more tragic or painful than slowly watching the person you love lose
themselves to one of these tragic diseases.
I do hope you’ll join me.
<SIGN OFF>
P.S. S
 ign up now <= [Affiliate Link] and you’ll gain immediate access to Dr. Titus Chiu’s
presentation titled The Brainstem Always Wins - Neuroscience of Fight or Flight!

